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Abstract

Recent studies have suggested that diachronic001
word embedding models are able to track the di-002
rection of changes in public perception. Build-003
ing on these works, we evaluate the ability of di-004
achronic word embedding models to accurately005
capture such changes both qualitatively and006
quantitatively, such as their timing and magni-007
tudes. Using a longitudinal dataset on public008
perception of brands, we found that evolution009
of word meaning as captured by diachronic010
word embedding models, trained on New York011
Times articles, reflected the timing and magni-012
tudes of general consumer awareness of com-013
panies. In contrast, this was not the case for014
other readily available characteristics, such as015
stock market prices. This comparison is en-016
abled by a new feature extraction method which017
summarizes the semantic changes encoded in018
diachronic word embeddings.019

1 Introduction020

Recently there has been a surge of interest in using021

diachronic word embedding models to understand022

historical evolution of human perception. Garg023

et al., 2018 provides an early example of this ef-024

fort in quantifying the change of gender and ethnic025

stereotype over the past century. Other works in-026

clude inferences about the evolution of a range of027

psychological and cultural constructs of a subjec-028

tive nature, including moral sentiment (Xie et al.,029

2019), antisemitism (Tripodi et al., 2019), and per-030

ception of social class (Kozlowski et al., 2019).031

These pioneering studies demonstrated the value032

of diachronic word embedding models primarily033

in capturing the direction of changes. For instance,034

Garg et al., 2018 has shown that text-based gender035

bias measure has been decreasing, consistent with036

the real-world trend.037

A natural next question to ask is whether di-038

achronic word embedding models can accurately039

capture timing and magnitude of temporal changes,040

above and beyond direction of changes. For exam- 041

ple, can diachronic word embedding models accu- 042

rately pinpoint salient time series markers, such as 043

when a term comes closest to a particular meaning, 044

or periods of particularly rapid change? Ability 045

to answer these questions can greatly increase the 046

practical value of these models. 047

In particular, we aim to overcome two challenges 048

associated with understanding the timing and mag- 049

nitudes of semantic changes. Firstly, it remains 050

difficult to conduct temporal analysis on seman- 051

tic changes in diachronic word embedding mod- 052

els. For example, it is easy to know that the word 053

"trump" has changed in association from "real es- 054

tate" to "president". We only need to look at its 055

most similar words in two time points. However, to 056

know the timing and magnitudes of the change, we 057

need a feature extraction method to compute the 058

semantic vector of the change. 059

Secondly, the lack of high-resolution longitu- 060

dinal datasets to evaluate findings about subjec- 061

tive perception has been well recognized (Kutuzov 062

et al., 2018). This prevents researchers from char- 063

acterizing the relationship between the text-based 064

measures and public perception. Are texts leading, 065

lagging, or synchronized with the construct of inter- 066

est? How sensitive are diachronic word embedding 067

models to changes in public perception? The appli- 068

cation value of diachronic word embedding models 069

critically depends on answers to these questions. 070

In this study, we seek to address the two chal- 071

lenges by (1) proposing a feature extraction method 072

for diachronic word embedding models which sum- 073

marizes the semantic changes of words, and (2) in- 074

troducing a longitudinal dataset measuring public 075

perception of consumer brands. With the dataset, 076

we are able to elucidate the relationship between 077

diachronic word embedding models and public per- 078

ception of named entities. To the best of our knowl- 079

edge, this is the first paper which directly compares 080

diachronic word embedding results to time series 081
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of human cognitive metric.082

2 Related Work083

A growing volume of work in natural language084

processing has developed various approaches to085

track lexical semantic changes across time (Bamler086

and Mandt, 2017; Kutuzov et al., 2018). A ma-087

jority of these approaches build on distributional088

semantic models (Hamilton et al., 2016; Yao et al.,089

2018), and have been shown to deliver excellent090

performance in tasks such as detecting changes in091

word meanings (Hamilton et al., 2016), identifying092

temporal analogies (Szymanski, 2017), and charac-093

terizing the trajectories of semantic changes (Yao094

et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019).095

Because of the deep theoretical connections be-096

tween word meanings and semantic memory, i.e.,097

people’s shared knowledge about concepts and098

facts of the world (Kumar, 2021), computational099

linguists and cognitive scientists have long held the100

belief that distributional semantic models are more101

than a method for word meaning analysis, but also102

a lens into how people perceive the world (McRae103

and Jones, 2013; Lenci, 2018; Günther et al., 2019).104

The majority of recent studies that examine this105

general hypothesis measure keywords along a pre-106

determined dimension such as gender, ethnicity,107

morality, etc (Garg et al., 2018; Xie et al., 2019).108

While such an approach has proven successful in109

measuring semantic changes on a specific, pre-110

defined demension, it is less suitable for charac-111

terizing semantic changes in general, since it re-112

quires researchers to handpick the representative113

words for the change. For instance, to summarize114

the semantic change of the word "facebook" during115

the past 20 years, we need to assume that "face-116

book" was mainly moving in the direction of so-117

cial media (not technology or communication), and118

pick the correct representative words for the direc-119

tion ("whatsapp" and "instagram" are good choices,120

whereas "social platform" is less suitable since it121

is not used as frequently in the news). Therefore,122

we need an automatic feature extraction method to123

compute the direction of major semantic changes.124

In terms of validation, the focus on what were in125

the minds of human beings living in the past poses126

significant challenges for validating that metrics127

derived from diachronic word embedding models128

indeed reflect people’s subjective thoughts across129

time. Here, an evaluation dataset collected from130

a contemporary sample of human subjects is not131

sufficient, and a longitudinal dataset with the suit- 132

able time span and resolution is required, which 133

in most cases does not exist. Existing studies typ- 134

ically sidestep this difficulty by using one of two 135

strategies: (1) performing validation analysis only 136

for selected time periods (often the contemporary 137

period) for which data can be collected or are avail- 138

able (Xie et al., 2019; Kozlowski et al., 2019), or 139

(2) relying on other longitudinal real-world data 140

that are related to, but do not directly measure, the 141

construct of interest (Garg et al., 2018). 142

Therefore, it remains unclear how well di- 143

achronic word embedding models may represent 144

subjective thoughts and perception shared by the 145

public in a more precise manner, beyond show- 146

ing general consistency in the direction of change. 147

Aiming to fill this gap in existing research, our 148

work proposes a feature extraction method for sum- 149

marizing semantic changes, and leverages a rare 150

opportunity from a long-running market research 151

dataset that measures the changing public percep- 152

tion of a large number of consumer brands, allow- 153

ing for direct, formal validation of inferences from 154

diachronic word embedding. 155

3 Data Description 156

3.1 Brand Asset Valuator (BAV) 157

Due to their importance to the economy and firms, 158

there is rich availability of data on the public per- 159

ception of consumer brands from market research 160

firms, academic researchers, or governments. In 161

this paper, we chose to focus on the Brand Asset 162

Valuator (BAV) dataset which covers a period from 163

1993 to the present. This dataset, published by the 164

BAV Group, a firm that specializes in measuring 165

public perception of consumer brands, is particu- 166

larly useful for our purposes as it has been con- 167

tinuously collected since 1993, and the collection 168

methodology has been stable except for a change in 169

1996. For these reasons, the BAV dataset has been 170

widely used by both practitioners and academic 171

marketing researchers to track changes in various 172

aspects of brand perception (Mizik and Jacobson, 173

2008, Stahl et al., 2012, Datta et al., 2017). Specifi- 174

cally, the BAV dataset measures brand awareness 175

on a scale of 0 to 100, which can be further de- 176

composed into four components. We use the brand 177

awareness data from 1996-2019 in this study. 178
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3.2 Other Metrics179

In addition to the BAV, we investigated other po-180

tential evaluation datasets reflecting tangible real-181

world outcomes. This includes historical stock182

prices of Blackberry (GoogleFinance, 2022) and183

the number of monthly active users of Facebook184

from 2008 to 2018 (Statista, 2021).185

4 Method186

4.1 Diachronic Word Embedding Models187

We evaluated two diachronic word embedding mod-188

els in this study: the Orthogonal Procrustes Align-189

ment model proposed by Hamilton et al., 2016,190

and the Dynamic Word Embedding (DWE) model191

proposed by Yao et al., 2018. The former is a two-192

step procedure which aligns the single-year word193

vectors, whereas the latter jointly optimizes word194

vectors and alignment during model training. All195

of our results hold for both models.196

4.1.1 Orthogonal Procrustes Alignment197

We first trained a single-year GloVe model (Pen-198

nington et al., 2014) on New York Times articles199

for each year from 1996 to 2019 1. We then aligned200

the word vectors in each year sequentially to the201

vectors in the previous year by finding the orthogo-202

nal rotation matrix which minimizes the differences203

between the vectors.204

4.1.2 Dynamic Word Embedding (DWE)205

We trained a 50-dimensional DWE model on all206

New York Times articles from 1996 to 2019 using207

the codes provided by the authors. All parameters208

are set using the default values in the codes.209

4.2 Semantic Trajectory210

To plot the semantic trajectory for a given target211

word, we first take the union of the two most sim-212

ilar words to the target word in each year. These213

words serve as landmarks to help interpret the tra-214

jectory. Then we project the word vectors of the215

target word in all years along with the word vec-216

tors of the landmark words in 2019 onto the two-217

dimensional plane using Multidimensional Scaling218

(MDS). MDS is chosen since it respects the cosine219

similarities between pairs of word vectors.220

4.3 Semantic Change Feature Extraction221

For a given brand we applied Principal Component222

Analysis (PCA) to all of their word vectors from223

1The data is available at this link.

1996 to 2019. The first principal component is then 224

the direction of the largest semantic movement of 225

that brand during the 24 years. We then computed 226

the cosine similarity of the brand word vectors in 227

each year with the first principal component. This 228

entire procedure summarizes the semantic change 229

of the brand across time by projecting its high- 230

dimensional semantic trajectory along the direction 231

of the largest semantic movement. 232

5 Evaluation 233

5.1 Timing and Magnitudes of Changes 234

Figure 1: Top panels: Semantic trajectories of "apple"
and "facebook" from 1996 to 2019 using DWE. Words
in black are in their 2019 meanings. Bottom panels:
Projected semantic trajectories vs. stock prices (Apple)
and monthly active users (Facebook). Solid blue time
series are DWE trajectories. Dashed blue time series
are Orthogonal Procrustes Alignment trajectories.

Evaluation Component Previous Works
Direction Xie et al., 2019

Kozlowski et al., 2019
Garg et al., 2018

Hamilton et al., 2016
Timing and magnitudes ?

Table 1: Previous works which evaluate different com-
ponents of semantic changes in diachronic word embed-
ding models.

In this section, we demonstrate the importance 235

of examining the timing and magnitudes compo- 236

nents of semantic changes. The top panels in Fig- 237

ure 1 shows the semantic trajectories of the word 238

"facebook" and "apple". Consistent with previous 239

findings (Yao et al., 2018), the trajectories correctly 240

illustrate the direction of semantic changes for both 241
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words: "apple" moved from fruit to technology,242

and "facebook" moved steadily toward the social243

media direction.244

Upon seeing the promising results of semantic245

direction, one might ask further questions about246

the timing and magnitudes of the semantic trends,247

which has been absent from previous studies (Table248

1). For instance, can the semantic trajectories serve249

as indicators of objective metrics such as monthly250

active users of Facebook or stock prices of Black-251

berry? We examined the possibility by comparing252

the projected semantic trajectories with the time253

series of both metrics. However, as shown in the254

bottom panels of Figure 1, this is not the case. The255

linear growth of Facebook is not captured by its256

projected semantic trajectory, and there is a sig-257

nificant dip in Apple’s semantic trajectory which258

is not reflected in its stock price. Therefore, ex-259

amination of timing and magnitudes of changes260

reveals information about the model’s range of ap-261

plication. Note that our point is not that diachronic262

word embedding models cannot be applied to pre-263

dict objective metrics, but that this possibility has264

to be empirically tested by examining the timing265

and magnitudes of semantic changes.266

5.2 Evaluation Using BAV Time Series267

Figure 2: BAV brand awareness scores and projected
semantic trajectories of Blackberry, Facebook, Apple,
and Compaq. Solid blue time series are DWE trajecto-
ries. Dashed blue time series are Orthogonal Procrustes
Alignment trajectories.

If diachronic word embedding does not capture268

changes in objective outcomes, what is it captur-269

ing? We answer this question using the BAV brand270

awareness data. As shown in Figure 2, brand aware-271

ness is well tracked by both diachronic word em-272

bedding models, with qualitatively similar tracking273

performance as Garg et al., 2018. The models cor- 274

rectly identify the timing of peaks (Blackberry) and 275

valleys (Apple), and differentiate between different 276

patterns of changes in brand perception (Facebook 277

rose sharply, whereas Compaq declined steadily). 278

The results suggest that diachronic word embed- 279

ding models better capture subjective perception as 280

opposed to objective metrics. 281

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first pa- 282

per which directly compares diachronic word em- 283

bedding results to time series of human cognitive 284

metric. Garg et al., 2018 compared text-based bias 285

metrics to historical occupation participation data 286

of minorities. Xie et al., 2019 evaluated their model 287

against moral judgment data at only one contem- 288

porary time point. Kozlowski et al., 2019 verified 289

that social class associations can be inferred from 290

semantic associations against one contemporary 291

and one historical time points. Our analysis clearly 292

illustrates the strength of diachronic word embed- 293

ding models in tracking subjective perception. 294

6 Conclusion 295

Timing and magnitudes are important components 296

to consider when evaluating the results of di- 297

achronic word embedding models. In this paper, 298

we show that it is possible for diachronic word em- 299

bedding models to capture such information above 300

and beyond general directions of change. Intrigu- 301

ingly, we show that trajectories of companies cap- 302

tured in our diachronic word embedding models 303

of the New York Times reflect general consumer 304

awareness of these companies, rather than more 305

"objective" characteristics of these companies, such 306

as stock market prices. 307

One general limitation of using historical time 308

series data to evaluate performances of diachronic 309

word embedding models is the difficulty in pro- 310

viding quantitative metrics of accuracy. Naive ap- 311

plication of linear regression does not work here 312

since most real-world time series are highly auto- 313

correlated, which could lead to the notorious "spu- 314

rious correlation" issue (Granger and Newbold, 315

1974). This is the reason why many studies em- 316

ploy only qualitative evaluations when comparing 317

time series data (Garg et al., 2018, Yao et al., 2018, 318

Michel et al., 2011), including ours. It is therefore 319

desirable to have quantitative methods for compar- 320

ing time series data in the context of diachronic 321

word embeddings and natural language processing 322

in general. 323
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